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Correction Number CP1795

Log Summary: Retire section I.4.1 of PS3.4

Name of Standard PS3.4

**Rationale For Correction**

The meaning of section I.4.1 Specialization for Standard SOP Classes is unclear, possibly due to lacking text. As it is now, it can be retired, as the applicable SOP Classes mentioned in Annex N and O are already mentioned in Table B.5-1.

If this text cannot be retired, then I.4.1.3 Volumetric Presentation State Storage SOP Classes needs to be added with a reference to Annex FF, as this currently lacking from I.4.1.

**Correction Wording:**

*Item #1: Changes in PS3.4, Annex I*

...  

I.4.1 Specialization for Standard SOP Classes *(Retired)*

Retired. See PS3.4-2018x.

I.4.1.1 Softcopy Presentation State Storage SOP Classes

See Annex N.

I.4.1.2 Structured Reporting Storage SOP Classes

The requirements of Annex O apply to the following SOP Classes:

- Basic Text SR
- Enhanced SR
- Comprehensive SR
- Comprehensive 3D SR
- Extensible SR
- Mammography-CAD SR
- Chest CAD SR
- Procedure Log
- X-Ray Radiation Dose SR
- Radiopharmaceutical Radiation Dose SR
- Patient Radiation Dose SR
- Spectacle Prescription Report
Retire section I.4.1 of PS3.4

- Colon CAD SR
- Macular Grid Thickness and Volume Report
- Implantation Plan SR Document
- Acquisition Context SR

Annex O requirements do not apply to the Key Object Selection Document SOP Class.
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